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ABOUT USABOUT US

Cogventive Technologies is focused on delivering high quality 
software solutions and services which enable our customers to 
achieve their critical IT goals.

We provide ease of doing business through Digital Technologies,
Articial Intelligence and Automation.  



OUR SOLUTIONSOUR SOLUTIONS

01
Corporate LMS 
Our corporate Learning Management System (LMS) empowers companies to streamline their corporate training
programs as per their goals.

02
  University LMS
Our University LMS is easy to access and less time managing with more time on teaching and learning. 
Powerful student engagement with personalized learning and data analytics. 

03
School LMS 
Our School LMS provide Gamication, Progress Tracking, Focused on learning experience with Centralized 
and blended learning courses.

04
PSU LMS  
Our PSU LMS key functionalities are Robust Reporting Capabilities, Personalized Online Training Paths includes
Automatic Enrollment, Self-Registration, Self-Guided eLearning Course Maps and Micro learning Online
Training Repositories. Out PSU LMS also have Compliance And Online Training Certications and 
Mobile support features.

06
Coaching Institutes LMS 
Our Coaching Institutes LMS can be integrated with Salesforce, HR CRM, ERP and other CMS. Also SSO, 
Reporting, Import & export, API, Branding, Feedback, ILT, Hosting Flexibility.

07
OJT (on job training) LMS 
Organize your work force for Assignments and Reporting. Create curriculum training paths in order to train 
workers in a right direction

“A Robust Integrated & Dedicated 
Education Management System”



KEY BENEFITSKEY BENEFITS

MOOCs Concept
Scales to millions users in a single platform

Flipped Learning
Monitor cheating against online sources, an institutional library

Massive Open Online Courses with social constructivist roots with continuous enrollments. 
As corporate training struggles to keep up with changing knowledge, changing technologies, and the changing 
demands of learners, this exibility is key to developing training programs that are effective, engaging, and 
meet your company's needs.

Practice a more student pedagogy-provides opportunities to deepen understanding and setting expectations.

Plagiarism Check
Monitor cheating against online sources, an institutional library

Track all learner actions and organizes all educational resources and tools in one central location. Educators 
have fast and easy access to student papers, the ability to evaluate them via different modiable forms, 
and then provide students with timely feedback. This feature saves students and educators time, and can 
help to both identify plagiarism and encourage original works with Plagiarism tools.

Articial Intelligence 
Machine Learning Experience

AI makes possible for machines to learn from experience, adjust to new inputs, and perform human-like tasks. 
Adapt to learner's response, decision making exercise, simulations, independence revisions, subject practice by 
using Adaptive learning.

Integrated Virtual Class 
Organize live group learning environment

Launch Webinars; manage Instructor Led Training (ILT) to millions of users at once.

Automation 
One person can manage thousands

Broadcast notications and announcement. Set up auto-assignment rules that push the right courses to the right
people at the right time.

“An Integrated & Dedicated Education Experience”
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FEATURESFEATURES

Gamication

Mobile App 

Encourage competition and learning as well as decrease the need for traditional classroom training. Encourages 
learners to nish their course fast. This integrates with Point system, Badges, Level, Leaderboard, Unlock content 
after reaching certain level.

Access LMS App for iOS and Android. Access courses anytime and anyplace even you are ofine, you may add les 
in your repositories.  Connect to Discussion Forum, Feedback Survey. Download Content, Gamication, and 
Assignment Submission and conduct Online Exam.

Robust Reporting and Analytics 
Keep track on learning reports and performance reporting and dynamic dashboard. Predictive and Descriptive 
data analysis- “Students at risk of dropping out”.

SCORM Compliant 
Shareable Content Object Reference Model. Create huge content of learning objects and track 
learner's performance.

Integration & API's 
Integrations with other software can multiply LMS power and functionality. We support webinars, teleconference 
sessions and Instructor-Led online training tools. SSO and API give ability to control a piece of software 
programmatically and integrate it with third-party applications and code. Integrate your LMS with 
E-commerce platform, Salesforce CRM, ERP, Video Conferencing tool, HR information system platform, 
GAAPs and integrate to CMS through SSO Single Sign On.

E-Commerce 
Start selling your courses online to millions in no time with secure shopping cart. Manage products, inventory, 
customers, orders and discounts.

Socialize
Create Discussion Forum, blog, chat room, to enhance learning engagement among learners.

Fully Customization
Make a user friendly LMS diversify your trainings with multitenant system and give each branch a 
unique customization. 

Notications
Automate email and SMS notications for new forum posts, assignments needing 
grading or badges awarded.

Multilingual
We support multiple languages for their users, becoming highly engaging as they help optimize user experience by 
localizing the process and putting an end to geographical boundaries.

Security and Privacy 
Your data and content is safe by integrating it with SSL (Secure Sockets Layer), SSO (Single Sign –On), 
set user's role and permission. We have GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) compliance which can assist 
with protecting your data privacy.



FEATURESFEATURES

Rubrics
Enable Performance and Grade management as per the level if achievements.

Virtual Lab 
Virtual Lab is a Programming activity that manages programming assignments. Students can run interactively 
programs in multiple languages like JAVA, C, C++, UNIX, SQLite and many more.

Branding
Brand your Training Platform with Company Logo, Custom Themes, Fonts, Colors in Institutions, Legal disclaimers. 
Branding of courses with setting up templates along with release of well-designed E-certicate to your students.

Repositories
This feature enable users to upload les, access previously uploaded les and to easily bring content into LMS from 
external repositories, such as Flickr or Google Docs and Google Slides.

Centralized and Blended Learning
A traditional face-to-face course was adapted for BL using a mixture of online resources and materials, synchronous 
online interaction between students and teachers across different locations complemented by face-to-face meetings, 
and in-class interaction between students and tutors.

Parents Connect
Arguably the best and most transparent way for parents to view their child’s work and grades.
Automated Messages from school to parents. 

Multi-Tenant learning system
Multi-tenancy is considered the ability to support disparate organizations within the one LMS installation, with 
members of each organization enjoying a branded and customized experience with little or no interaction with 
one another.

Audio and Video Messages
Teachers / Lecturers can give video or audio feedback to assignments. Students can do recording audio and video 
in assignments.

“A Perfect Blend of  Powerful 
Technology and Intelligence of  
the People”

“A Perfect Blend of  Powerful 
Technology and Intelligence of  
the People”



Why choose Cogventive Learning Solutions?Why choose Cogventive Learning Solutions?Why choose Cogventive Learning Solutions?

Fully Unique Customizable

Robust Reporting with Dynamic Dashboard

Responsive Design

Secure platform with Restrict Access 

High Quality features in low budget

Technical Support Assistance

Admin Login

Teacher Login

Student Login
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Integrate LMS with Third Party ApplicationsIntegrate LMS with Third Party ApplicationsIntegrate LMS with Third Party Applications

Basic Single Sign On (G-Suite, Auth0/Open ID)

Web Conferencing (Adobe Connect, BigBlueButton, BlueJeans, GoToMeeting, SkyMeeting, WebEx, Zoom)

Others (Google Analytics, Google Drive, Optimizely, Slack, Shopify, Zendesk, Vivocha)

REST API

Advanced SSO (SAML/ADFS/OKTA/LDAP)

Salesforce Integration

Technical Support Assistance Technical Support Assistance Technical Support Assistance 

CHAT Support 

Email-Support

Online Incident Management

Onsite/Offsite Support

Telephone Support

Our Presence
LUCKNOW  
              +91 7007-767-166

GHAZIABAD 
              +91 9999-642-872

NEW DELHI 
              +91 9211-217-712

NOIDA
              +91 8787-007-485

JAIPUR
              +91 7340-555-809

Cogventive Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
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